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The first and the second covering homotopy theorems [1 § il. 3 and §
11.7]° and the results which follow from these play important roles in the
theory of fibre bundles. In this paper we shall consider covering homotopy
theorems. In §1, we deal with bundles which have totally disconnected
groups. § 2 is concerned with bundles whose bundle spaces are compact.

1. Let X be an arcwise connected space, and let 35 be a bundle over
the base space X with fibre Y and totally disconnected group G. According
to Cl § 13.5], an equivalence class %(35) of homomorphisms of the funda-
mental group πι(X) into G under inner automorphisms of G is defined, which
is called the characteristic class of S3. First, we shall recall the definition
and some properties of X(β).

Choose a reference point x0 in X. Let Y{) be the fibre over xOj and
choose an admissible map ζ: F-> Yo. For each element a € nL(X, x0), there
exists a unique admissible map a : Yo -> Yo (see [1 § 13. 1-3]). Therefore
ξ~ιccξ represents an element X($$;x0, ξ)(a) of G. This correspondence

is a homomorphism. The equivalence class of X0& x0, ξ) under inner auto-
morphisms of G is %(33). Let ζ : Y -» Yo be another admissible map. Then
the homomorphisms X($5;xQ, ξ) and X($$;x0> ζ) differ by an inner auto-
morphism of G. That is, %(33) is independent upon the choice of ξ.

Suppose xγ is another reference point, and ξΎ: Y -> Yx is an admissible
map. Since X is arcwise connected, there is a path D which binds x0 to x:.
If C is a closed path from xu then DCD~ι is a closed path from x0. As is
well known, D induces in this way an isomorphism D*: πι(X, Xι) -> πΛ(X, x0).
Then homomorphisms %(53; xo,ξ)D and %(39 xu ξ) differ by an inner auto-
morphism of G. (See [1 § 13. 5]).

Suppose now X' is an arcwise connected space, and / : Xr -> X is a
continuous map. If C is a closed path from a fixed point x'o of Xf, then

fC is a closed path from the point f(x'o). In this way, / induces a natural

homomorphism
f^TtJX, χ'ύ) -> πi(X, /(^)).

Let /r/-1® -> S3 be the induced bundle map [1 § 10] and ζ : Y -> FJ be an

admissible map, where y ό ^ e n o t e s t n e fibre over AΓO^^O. Then we have the

I) Numbers in square brackets refer to the references at the end of the paper.
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following relation.
LEMMA 1.1. X(f-ι% x'o, ζ) = *(»,/(*£), fζ)f*.

PROOF. Let C be a closed path from x0 which represents an element

a! of TΓi (X7, #ό) Let /*' be a homotopy of ζ : F -»/-1 S3 such that the induced

map is C\t). For each t € / , we define a map Aί: F -> FJ by taking %(;y)

= A'0>, f) (jy € F), where Fί denotes the fibre over the point C\t). Then
the admissible map a': F o -> FJ associated with the element a! is ~ C * = ΛQ

Hence, by the definition of X, X{f~ι<$> x'φ ζ)(a') reprensents a map
, i. e.

Since / is the bundle map, h = fh is the bundle map of Y x / into S3, and
h(y, 0) = /?O0, and the induced map of h is fC. Therefore the admissible
map associated with the element /#(<#') € πι(X,f(x'o)) is given by

C* = Λoftf1: ^o -> Fu,

where Yo denotes the fibre over /(ΛΓ0'), and Λί(jv) = ht(y) = h{y, t){y € F,
f e /)• Hence

(Λj), fζ)f*{a') =

Thus we have

XC/-1® xί, ξ) = %(« / ( ^ ) , / r ) / t t Q E. D.

THEOREM 1.2. Z ^ $5 be a bundle over a space X with fibre Y and
totally disconnected group G. Let Xf be a locally arcwise connected space and
let f, 'g be homotopic maps of Xr into X. Then the induced bundles f~ι 23 and
g~ι%$ are equivalent.

PROOF. Denote by X'Λ (a € ί l O denotes the set of indices) component
of X' in the sense of arcwise connectedness. Let βbΛ and g^bβ be the
portions of /~ l 58 and g'1^ over X'a respectively. It is sufficient to prove
that for each a £ 12, βbΛ and £&Λ are equivalent. In fact, if fiba ~~ <βa,
then there exist equivalencces ea: ββ* ^ g$ίcc. Denote by B^ the bundle
space of β&a. We define a transformation e of the bundle space 39/ of

/ - 1 ® onto the bundle space of g~γ<Ά by taking

e(b) = eΛ(b) if be BΛ.

Since X is locally arcwise connected, each component XΛ is open in X\

hence B'Λ is open in Br. Therefore e is continuous. Moreover it is clear
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that e is a bundle map and the induced map is identity. Hence the bundle

map e defines an equivalence Z"1® ~ p"1®.
Therefore we may assume that X is arcwise connected. Then, since

f~ff> ftX7) and g(X) belong to the same component Xo of X, in the sense
of arcwise connectedness. Let 33O be the portion of 33 over Xo. Then it is
obvious that

Hence we can assume furthermore without any loss of generality that X is
arcwise connected.

Choose a base point χ'o € X and set f(x'o) = x0) g(χ'ό) = χlm Let Y'f and

Yg be the fibres of f'1^ and jr1® over ΛΓ0 respectively. Let ξ : Y -» F ; and
7 : F-> Fg be admissible maps. Then, by Lemma 1.1 we have

Ά x'o, ξ ) - %(» Λb, /?)/*,

Since/^^r, there exists a homotopy h: X x I->X between / and ^.
Define a path £> from x0 to ^ by taking D (t) ~ h(x'o, t) (t e I), Then, for

a' € zri(A7, ^j), /*(« ' ) € TTiOY,̂ ) and tg*(αr) € πΊ(#, ̂ ) are homotopic along
the path D. Hence, as is well known, we have the relation

On the other hand, X0& x0, fξ)D* and X{?&;xΎ, gή) differ by an inner
automorphism of G, hence there exists an element g0 of G such that

X0S xo, fξ)D*{a) - g^[_Xφ xl9 gv) (a)3g (a € πx{Xi *,)).

Hence X (f-W; x0, ξ) (af) = ^(33; ̂ (), /f )/*(α')

Therefore, homomorphisms ^C/"1® x'ύ9 ξ) and %(tg~J33 x'o, v) differ by an inner

automorphism of G and so we have X(f~l?&) = %(^-1S). By virtue of [1 §

13.7 and 8.2Ί, ^C/"1®) = X G r 1 ^ ) i m p l i e s / " ^ ^ ( 7 - ^ Thus our theorem is

proved.
As an immediate result from Theorem 1.2, we have

COROLLARY 1. 3. If X is locally arcwise connected and contractible
on itself to a point, then any bundle over X with totally disconnected
group is equivalent to a product bundle.

THEOREM 1.4. Let X be a locally arcwise connected space. Then any bundle
39 over the product space Xxl with a totally disconnected group is equivalent
to a bundle of the form 33' x 7.
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PROOF. Define a map / 0 : I - > I x / by taking fo(x) = (x, 0) and put 95' = /V1®.

We shall prove that 33—33' x/.

Let τr:J*Γx/->X be the projection. Then by [1, §11.11

33' x/ is equivalent to the induced bundle π"ι<&'. Hence

39' x I ~ *-*»' = Γ - I / ^ S ~ (/o^)-1^.

It is easily seen that the map foπ :X x I->X x I i$ homotopic to the
identity map e:X x I->X x I. Therefore by Theorem 1.2 (/*•)-*33 ~ ^-233.
Since 39 ~ e'1®, we have 33 ~ 33' x 7. Q. E. D.

LEMMA 1.5. Let *&be a bundle over the space X x I. If 33 is equvivalent
to a bundle of the form 33' x /, and if there is given an arbitrary equivalence
μo' 33O -> 33' x 0, then there exists an equivalence μ : 33 -> 33' x / such that
μ,|330 = μo, where 33O is the portion of 33 over X x 0.

PROOF. By the assumption, there exists an equivalence λ: 33 -> 33' x /.
Set λ0 = λ|330, then v = μ^Ύ: 33' x 0 -> 33' x 0 is an equivalence. If we put
vψ, t) = (vφ'), t) φf is a point of the bundle space of $), then, as is easily
seen v \ 33' x / -> 33' x / is an equivalence. If we put μ = v\, then μ give
an equivalence 33 ~ 33' x I and μ|330 = ^λ|330 = z/oλo = /̂ o, hence μ = v\ is
the desired equivalence. Q. E. D.

THEOREM 1.6. Let 33, 33' £g /w/0 bundles with the same fibre Y and the
same totally disconnected group G and with the base spaces X and X' respectively.
We assume that X is locally arcwise connected. Let /&0:33' -> 33 be a bundle
map, and let h.X' x I-> X be a homotopy of the induced map h{): X -> X.
Then there exists a homotopy ft: 33' x / -> 33 of h0 whose induced homotopy is h.

PROOF. Set S = h'1®, and let h: &-> 33 be the induced bundle map.

Let h0: tig1 33 -> 33 be the induced map. By [1 § 10.3H there exists an equi-

valence 0o: 33' -> HQ1® such that h0 = /2ô o

Define a map f0 : X - > J x 0 by taking /0(Λ:') = (*', 0) (Λ:' € X), then we
have (/o^o) x I~ 33' from Theorem 1,4. As is easily shown, S3' and fr$0

are equivalent. Therefore we get

33'x 7 -33 .

Set So = $\X x 0, ho = Λ|S0, ô = Λ|Xx0, then 23O is the induced
bundle ;h^ιB and the induced bundle map is h0.

Let fQ:fQl 33 ~/5"l^S0 ^ ^ o be the induced map, then the induced map

of hofo'fo^o -> 33O is Ήof= hΰ. Hence by [ 1 ; 10. 3] there exists an equi-

valence k0 :/,7ι330 -> ̂ ! S such that hofo = ^o^o- Since /0Λj"1 </ 0 : 33' -> Sδ0 is an

equivalence, we can define an equivalence μ0: ^8f x 0 -> 33O by taking

' x 0) =/o^o15fo(^) (^ ^ s a P° i n t in the bundle space of 33').
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Then by Lemma 1. 5, there exists an equivalence ft S7 x 7->23 such
that μ!S'x 0 = /A). We put

ft = ϊiu,.

Then it is obvious that ft is the bundle map of S3' x 7 into 59 and its induced
map is ft. On the other hand

h(b' x 0) = hμ(p' x θ ) = : thiM& x 0)

Hence ft is the homotopy of ftu? thus ft is the desired homotopy. Q. E. D.

THEOREM 1.7. Let 33 be a bundle over X with the totally disconnected

group, and let X be a locally arcwise connected space. Given a map fQ: X'->33,

and a homotopy f: X x /-> X of pfo~~fo, then there exists a homotopy

f:X x 7 -> 39 offo which covers fit. e. pf = f), where p is the projection of 39.

PROOF. Let 23' = fo1®, and letfto:^'-*® be the induced map. By
Theorem 1.6, there exists a homotopy ft :93' x 7->S of ft0 which covers/.
Define a cross-section φ of 53', using the second definition of induced bundle
[1 § 10.2], as follows : φtf) = (Λ:', / O ( ^ ) ) . Then ftoφ = /0. Define fyt, t) =
h(φ(xϊ), t), It follows immediately that / is the desired homotopy.

REMARK. In Theorem 1. 5 and 1. 6 stationality of ft is not satisfied.
Theorems 1.2,1.4 and 1.6 are equivalent.

2. In this section we assume that all spaces are TVspaces. If X is a
compact space, then it has one and only one uniformity agreeing with its
topology, and this uniformity is made up of all open coverings (see [4;4.4,
p. 60]). Let {9K*} (a € Ω) be the system of all coverings of X. For a
covering 9JΪ of X and subset U oϊ X, we shall denote by S(U. sIft) the uniform
of all the sets of SM meeting U. Let 9)ΐ be a covering of X, then we denote
by 2ϊί* a covering wich consists of the sets S(U, 9)ΐ), where £/€ 9ft. The
symbol 9ftrt < 9ft(β means that the covering 9ftΛ is a refinement of 9)1$, i. e.
each set of 9ftαj is contained in some element of 3)1 β.

Two maps f0 and /i of a space .X7 into compact space X are said to be
uniformly homotopic, if there is a homotopy ft of f0 and /i which satisfies
the following condition:

For any index α € Ω there is a positive number 8 such that if xf € X'
and |* — /Ί < 8, then

holds.
Cech [2Ί has shown that if X is a completely regular space there exist

a comact Hausdorff space β(X) and a topological map φ of X' into
such that:

1) φ(X) is dense in β(X).
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2) Any bounded continuous real function / on X has the form f[x!) =
Fφ{xf\ where F is a similar function on β(X).

By 1) the function F is determined uniquely.
Hence it follows from 2) that any map f .X-^X determines a map

F:β(X) -> X uniquely such that ftf) = Fφ(xr).

LEMMA 2.1. Two map f0 and A of a countably compact space X' into a
compact space X are uniformly homotopic if and only if they are homotopic.

PROOF. It follows immediately from the definitions that if f0 and /3

are uniformly homotopic they are homopic.
Let f0 and fλ be homotopic. Then there is a homotopy h.X x /->X

such that h(x', 0) =fo(x'), h(x', 1) = /i(#'). For a given index a, 3R* is a
covering of the compact space X, hence it has a finite subcovering U. Hence,
by [3; Lemma 9.13 there exist finite coverings $ and 2B of JΓ and / respecti-
vely such that 55 x 2B is a refinement of h'^Vί), where ^"^ll) is a covering
made up of all inverse images of elements of II under the map h. Hence
if V € 95, We ΪB, there is an element U€ U such that h(V x W)czU.

Since / is a compact metric space there exists a positive number δ such
that if \t — t'\ < % then t and t' are contained in the same element of 3£.
Hencs, if \t — t \ < δ, &(#', ί) and W*', ίr) are two points in the same element
of 2Rβ. Thus, if *' € X', | / - t'\ < δ then A(^,0 € S(Λ(^, ίr), 3KΛ) holds
good. Therefore /0 and /j are uniformly homotopic. Q. E. D.

LEMMA 2.2. />£ /0, Λ ^ /^o maps of a completely regμlar space X into
a compact space X, and let Fo, Fτ be maps of β(X) into X such that ft = Ftφ
(i = 0,1). Then f0 and fλ are uniformly homotopic if and only if FQ and Fλ are
homotopic.

PROOF. Let Fo and Fι be homotopic. Since β(X) is compact, by Lemma
2.1, FQ and Fi are uniformly homotopic, hence the same is true of f0 and

/l

Next, let /0 and fτ be uniformly homotopic. Let g(x', t) be the map of
X x I into X which gives the uniform homotopy between f0 and fτ. For
a fixed, ί, gixf, i) is a map of X into X which we call gt{x') and there is a
corresponding map Gt of β(X') into X such that G,φ(*') = ^ ( ^ ) ( ^ € X).
Defining G f̂ , ί) to be Gt (y) for y e β (X) we have a transformation of
β(X) x / into X with G(y, 0) = F0(y), G(y} 1) = F,Cy). Hence, if we can
show that G(y} t) is continuous, Fo and Fj are homotopic.

Let 0>o>*o) be a fixed point of β(X)xI, and let M be an arbitrary open
set in X which contains the point G(y0, t0). Since the uniformity { 3)ΐΛ a € fl}
agrees with the topology of X, there is an index a such that S(G(y0, t0),
9tt*)c:M(see [4; §3. p. 57]).

Now, since every compact space is fully normal £4; Theorem 4. 5, p. 60]
there is an index β € ί l such that 93̂ * < 2ft*. Hence we have inclusion
relations
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S(G(yo, tQ), W;) c S(G(yo, to)} M«) c M.

Since Gc9 is continuous, there is a neighborhood U of jy0 in β(X) such
that for y 6 U

Since g (xf, t) is a uniform homotopy there is a δ-neighborhood TF of £0

such that if x' € X and £ € TF,
9&t) € Stoίf(Λθ, SB,) i. e. Gtφ(xf) € S(G(,φ(x'), 3Rβ).

Now let (y,t) be any point of the neighborhood UxW of (y0, t0) in β{X) x /.
Since Gt is continuous there is a neighborhood UΊczU of y such that if
y € Uu Gε(y') € S(G,(y), 2Kβ).

But, since φ(X) is dense in β(X'), there is a point tfζX' such that
Φ(Λ:') € C/i. Therefore if .y € U and £ € W, thenαhere is^a point yf € Φ(X')
such that simultaneously

Gh(y') € S(GCo(y0),

and

hold good. Hence we get

G(y, t) € S(G(yύ} t0), 3R )̂ cz M.

Thus it is proved that G is a continuous map. Q. E. D.

THEOREM 2.3. Let S, 93' #g /^o bundles having the same fibre and group.
We assume that the bundle space of 8 is compact and the base space Xf of
$8' 25 completely regular. Let h0: S' -> 33 ^ c bundle map, and Lt h .X'x
be a uniform homotopy of the induced map h0: X' -> X Tλ /̂ί ί/ί̂ r
uniform homotopy h:WxI~^^8of the map hQ whose induced map is h, and
which is stationary with h.

PROOF. Let Ho: β{X) -> X and H:β(Xf) x I ^X be corrersponding
maps of h0 and h respectively such that h0 = H0Φ, KxΊ t) = H(φ(x'), t).
Then H is a homotopy of Ho, i. e.H{y,Q)^H0(y) (y£β(X)). Put 8" = fl^1®,
and let fiΓ0: 93r/ -> 53 be the induced map.

Let φ : φ"1©'' -> SB'7 be the induced map. Then //QΦ is a bundle map of
8"-»$ and its induced map is Hoφ = ti0. Therefcre,^by^l;10.3], there
exists an equivalence g0: φ-^" ->^~1^8 such that Hoφ ~ hogo, w h e r e a t
^ L S - > S i s the induced map. On the other hand, by [l;10.3], there exists
an equivalence h0:33' -> EQ1 8 such that h0 = ^ΛQ. A bundle map λo: 53' -> 95"
is defined to be λo = Φ Ĵ"x Λo» and put λ(ά', t) ~ λo(^) x #-, then λ is a bundle
map of 93' xl into 93" x /.

Now since the base space β{X) of the bundle 93" is compact, by the
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first covering theorem [1; §11.3], there exists a homotopy i/:33" x
of Ho whese induced homotopy is H and H is stationary with H.

We put h = JϊX S' x /-»33. Then ft is the desired homotopy. In fact,
we obtain

W, 0) = HxίV, 0) = H(Ub'), 0) = g

Hence A is a homotopy of ho, and since H is uniform homotopy by Lemma
2.1, it is easily seen from λ that h is a uniform homotopy. The induced
map of λ is λ (b\ t) = (</>(£'), 0, and the induced map of H is H and so
the induced map of H is H\ = /*. Thus the proof is completed. Q. E. D.

Using Theorem 2. 3 we can prove the following theorems. But these
proof are similar to that of Γl; § 11.4, §11.7], and so we shall omit here.

THEOREM 2.4. Let 33 be a bundle with a compact bundle space, and let
X be a completely regular space. If two maps f, g : X' -> X are uniformly
homoίopic, then induced bundles /" ιS3 and g~ι?& are equivalent.

THEOREM 2.5. Let S3 be a bundle with a compact space X as its bundle

space, and let X be a completely regular space. For a given map f0: X -> 33

and given uniform homotopy f: X x /-> X of the map pfQ — fQ there exists a

uniform homotopy fΊ X x I'-> B of f0 which covers J and f is stationary

with f
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